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FILL UP AND CIRCULATION TOOL AND MUDSAVER VALVE 

ABSTRACT 

A fill-up and circulation tool includes a mandrel (105); a packer assembly (150) is disposed 

around the mandrel (105); and a valve assembly (200) connected to the mandrel (105), wherein 

the valve assembly (200) is configured to selectively control fluid flow into the tool and out of 

the tool.
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FILL UP AND CIRCULATION TOOL AND MUDSAVER VALVE 

Field 

[0001] Embodiments of the present invention generally relate to running a casing into a 

wellbore. More specifically, embodiments of the present invention relate to a fill up and 

circulation tool for use during a casing running operation.  

Background 

[0002] To obtain hydrocarbons from an earth formation, a wellbore is typically drilled to a 

predetermined depth using a drill string having a drill bit attached to its lower end. The drill 

string is then removed, and thereafter a casing is lowered into the wellbore to line the wellbore.  

The casing may be a casing section or, in the alternative, a casing string including two or more 

casing sections threadedly connected to one another.  

[0003] While the casing is being lowered into the wellbore during the "casing running" 

operation, the pressure within the wellbore is typically higher than the pressure within the bore 

of the casing. This higher pressure within the wellbore exerts stress on the casing as it is being 

lowered into the wellbore, risking damage or collapse of the casing during run-in; thus, a casing 

fill-up operation is performed, where the bore of the casing being run into the wellbore is filled 

with a fluid (often termed "mud") in an attempt to equalize the pressure inside the casing with 

the pressure outside the casing (the pressure within the wellbore) and thereby prevent collapse 

of the casing during the run-in operation. Pressurized fluid is typically input into the bore of the 

upper end of the casing using a fill line from the existing mud pumps at the well site.  

[0004] At various times during the casing running operation, the casing may get stuck within the 

wellbore. To dislodge the casing from the wellbore, a circulating operation is performed by 

utilizing a circulation tool, where pressurized drilling fluid is circulated down the casing and out 

into the annulus to remove the obstructing debris. To "rig up" the circulating tool for circulating 

operation, the circulating tool is inserted into the bore of the casing at the upper end of the 

casing. A sealing member on the circulating tool is then activated to seal the circulating tool 

with the casing, forming a path for fluid flow through the circulating tool and out into the bore 

of the casing. Specifically, in a circulation operation, fluid is introduced into the circulating tool, 

flows through the bore of the casing and out the lower end of the casing to remove the
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obstructing debris, and then the fluid having the debris therein flows up the annulus to the 

surface of the wellbore.  

[0005] After the circulation operation, the circulating tool is removed from the casing to allow 

another casing fill-up operation and further running of the casing into the wellbore to occur.  

During the casing running and fill-up operations, air must be allowed to escape through the bore 

of the casing to prevent over-pressurizing the bore of the casing. To permit the air being 

replaced by the fluid during the fill-up operation to escape from the bore of the casing, the 

circulating tool must be removed from the casing prior to the fill-up operation. To remove the 

circulating tool ("rig down"), the sealing member is de-activated, and the circulating tool is 

lifted from the bore of the casing. The casing may then be lowered further into the wellbore 

while filling the casing with fluid to prevent collapse of the casing.  

[0006] Rigging up and rigging down the circulating tool, which are time-consuming procedures, 

must often be performed numerous times during a casing running operation. Therefore, 

attaching and re-attaching the circulating tool each time the casing is stuck within the wellbore 

during casing running is expensive and decreases the profitability of the well. Furthermore, 

because rig personnel perform the rigging up and rigging down of the circulating tool, which are 

often dangerous operations, numerous rigging up and rigging down operations decrease the 

safety of the well site.  

[0007] Thus, there is a need for a circulating tool which is capable of performing both the fill-up 

and circulating operations without removal of the circulating tool from the casing. There is yet a 

further need for a circulating tool which allows air to escape while maintaining the circulating 

tool inside the casing during the duration of the casing running operation.  

Object of Invention 

[0008] It is the object of the present invention to at least substantially satisfy the above need.  

Summary of Invention 

[0009] The present invention generally relates to a tool for use during tubular running 

operations.
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[0010] According to a first aspect there is provided a fill-up and circulation tool, comprising: 

a mandrel; 

a packer assembly is disposed around the mandrel, wherein the packer assembly includes 

a packer member having an outer diameter larger than an inner diameter of a surrounding 

tubular, and wherein the packer member includes a lower end having an outer diameter smaller 

than the outer diameter; and 

a valve assembly connected to the mandrel, wherein the valve assembly includes: 

a valve member biased in a first direction; and 

a valve seat member biased in a second direction, 

wherein the valve member is biased into engagement with the valve seat member to 

close fluid communication through the tool.  

[0011] According to a second aspect there is provided a fill-up and circulation tool, comprising: 

a mandrel; 

a packer assembly is disposed around the mandrel; and 

a valve assembly connected to the mandrel, wherein the packer assembly is disposed 

around the valve assembly, and wherein the valve assembly includes: 

a valve member biased in a first direction; and 

a valve seat member biased in a second direction, 

wherein the valve member is biased into engagement with the valve seat member to 

close fluid communication through the tool.  

[0012] According to a third aspect there is provided a fill-up and circulation tool, comprising: 

a mandrel; 

a packer assembly is disposed around the mandrel; 

a valve assembly connected to the mandrel, wherein the valve assembly includes: 

a valve member biased in a first direction; and 

a valve seat member biased in a second direction, 

wherein the valve member is biased into engagement with the valve seat member to 

close fluid communication through the tool; and 

a retainer sleeve disposed on a lower portion of the valve assembly, wherein the retainer 

sleeve is adapted to retain a packing element of the packer assembly.
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[0013] Also disclosed is a fill-up and circulation tool including a mandrel; a packer assembly is 

disposed around the mandrel; and a valve assembly connected to the mandrel, wherein the valve 

assembly is configured to selectively control fluid flow into the tool and out of the tool. In 

another embodiment, the valve assembly includes a valve member biased in a first direction and 

a valve seat member biased in a second direction. In yet another embodiment, the valve 

member and the valve seat member are biased into engagement with each other. In yet another 

embodiment, fluid flow through the tool is blocked when the valve member and the valve seat 

member are engaged with each other. In yet another embodiment, fluid flow in the first 

direction will urge the valve seat member away from the valve member. In yet another 

embodiment, fluid flow in the second direction will urge the valve member away from the valve 

seat member.  

[0014] Also disclosed is a method of flowing fluid into or out of a tubular including a flow 

control tool having a valve assembly comprising a valve member engaged with a valve seat 

member; inserting the valve assembly into the tubular; supplying fluid in a first direction to urge 

a valve seat member away from the valve member, thereby allowing fluid to flow into the 

tubular; and flowing fluid from the tubular in a second direction to urge the valve member away 

from the valve seat member, thereby allowing fluid to flow out of the tubular. In yet another 

embodiment, the method further comprises providing a packer assembly on the flow control tool 

and sealingly engaging the packer assembly with the tubular. In yet another embodiment, the 

method further comprises energizing the packer assembly using fluid pressure in the tubular. In 

yet another embodiment, the method further comprises venting the packer assembly prior to 

removing the flow control tool from the tubular.  

[0015] Also disclosed is a fill-up and circulation tool including a mandrel and a vent valve 

disposed on the mandrel, wherein the vent valve is selectively moveable between an open 

position and a closed position. The fill-up and circulation tool further includes a packer 

assembly. Additionally, the fill-up and circulation tool includes a valve assembly disposed on 

the mandrel, wherein the valve assembly is configured to selectively control the flow of fluid 

through the fill-up and circulation tool.
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Brief Description of Drawings 

[0016] So that the manner in which the above recited features can be understood in detail, a 

more particular description of the disclosure, briefly summarized above, may be had by 

reference to embodiments, some of which are illustrated in the appended drawings. It is to be 

noted, however, that the appended drawings illustrate only typical embodiments of this 

disclosure and are therefore not to be considered limiting of its scope, for the disclosure may 

admit to other equally effective embodiments.  

[0017] Figure 1 is a view illustrating a fill-up and circulation tool according to one embodiment 

of the invention.  

[0018] Figure 2 is a view illustrating a mudsaver valve assembly for use with the fill-up and 

circulation tool, the mudsaver valve assembly is in a closed position.  

[0019] Figure 3 is a view illustrating the mudsaver valve assembly when the fill-up and 

circulation tool is in a fill-up mode.  

[0020] Figure 4 is a view illustrating the mudsaver valve assembly when the fill-up and 

circulation tool is in a flow back mode.  

[0021] Figure 5 is a view illustrating a venting valve for use with the fill-up and circulation tool.  

[0022] Figure 6 is a view illustrating a fill-up and circulation tool according to another 

embodiment of the invention.  

[0023] Figure 7 is a view illustrating a fill-up and circulation tool according to another 

embodiment of the invention.  

[0024] Figure 8 is a view illustrating a fill-up and circulation tool according to another 

embodiment of the invention.  

[0025] Figure 9 is a view illustrating a fill-up and circulation tool according to another 

embodiment of the invention.
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[0026] Figure 10 shows a tubular gripping tool equipped with a fill-up and circulating tool 

according one embodiment of the invention.  

[0027] Figures 11A-iD show an embodiment of an attachment mechanism for attaching a fill

up and circulation tool to a tubular gripping tool.  

Description of Embodiments 

[0028] Figure 1 is a view illustrating a fill-up and circulation tool 100 according to one 

embodiment of the invention. The tool 100 is generally used to fill a casing string with fluid 

and/or circulate fluid through the casing string.  

[0029] As shown, the tool 100 may include a mandrel 105, a venting valve 125, a packer 

assembly 150, and a mudsaver valve assembly 200. The mandrel 105 extends through the 

venting valve 125 and the packer assembly 150, and connects to the mudsaver valve assembly 

200. The mandrel 105 includes a bore 110 that is in fluid communication with the mudsaver 

valve assembly 200 to allow fluid to flow through the tool 100. The mandrel 105 also includes 

an upper portion 115 that is configured to connect the tool 100 to a wellbore tool, such as a 

casing clamping tool, as will be described below.  

[0030] In general, the packer assembly 150 is configured to create a seal between the tool 100 

and the surrounding tubular such as a casing. The packer assembly 150 includes a packer 

member 155 utilizes a spring 160 that is molded into the top portion of the packer member 155.  

The geometry of the packer member 155 is designed to form an interference fit between an inner 

diameter of the casing and an outer diameter of the packer member 155. In one embodiment, 

the packer member 155 has an upper end that is sealed against the mandrel 105 and a lower end 

having an opening for access to an inner void 156 in the packer member 155. In another 

embodiment, the outer diameter of the lower end of the packer member 155 is smaller than an 

inner diameter of the surrounding casing. Further, an outer diameter above the lower end is 

sufficiently sized to engage the inner diameter of the surrounding casing. In one embodiment, 

packer member 155 is a dual durometer elastomer packer. In another embodiment, a lower 

portion of the packer member 155 is made of a material that is harder than an upper portion of 

the packer member 155. During operation, the packer member 155 is forced into the 

surrounding casing. As the packer member 155 energizes, the spring 160 is forced out (i.e. rolls
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outward) and acts as a non-extrusion barrier between the outer diameter of the packer member 

155 and the inner diameter of the casing. It must be noted that use of the spring 160 is optional.  

[0031] Internal pressure increase caused by air or drilling fluid may be used to energize the 

packer member 155 into tight engagement with the inner diameter of the casing. As shown in 

Figure 1, the packer assembly 150 may include a plurality of ports 165 disposed at a lower 

portion of the packer assembly 150. The ports 165 are configured as fluid pathways into the 

inner void 156 of the packer assembly 150, whereby fluid from the exterior of the packer 

assembly 150 may be communicated through the ports 165 into the inner void. The packer 

member 155 is energized when sufficient pressure supplied into the inner void. In one 

embodiment, flow paths (or grooves) are machined into an inner diameter of the packer member 

155 to allow fluid to pass into the inner void of the packer assembly 150 to energize the packer 

member 155. In another embodiment, the ports may be formed in a centralizer.  

[0032] Figures 2-4 illustrate the mudsaver valve assembly 200 in operation. Figure 2 is a view 

of the mudsaver valve assembly 200 in a closed position. Figure 3 is a view of the mudsaver 

valve assembly 200 in the fill-up mode. Figure 4 is a view of the mudsaver valve assembly 200 

in the flowback mode. In this embodiment, the closed position is the default position of the 

mudsaver valve assembly 200. Referring now to Figure 2, the mudsaver valve assembly 200 

includes a top sub 205 that is connectable to the mandrel 105 of the tool 100. The mudsaver 

valve assembly 200 also includes a body 210 and a nose 215. The nose 215 includes a plurality 

of ports 255 that are configured to act fluid pathways for fluid communication between the bore 

110 of the mudsaver valve assembly 200 and the exterior of the mudsaver valve assembly 200.  

In one embodiment, the mudsaver valve assembly 200 includes a valve member such as a valve 

head 220 that is movable within the body 210. The valve head 220 is attached to one end of a 

valve shaft 225, while the other end of the valve shaft 225 is coupled to a ported disk 245. A 

first biasing member disposed between the ported disk 245 and the valve head 210 to bias valve 

head 210 in a direction away from the top sub 205. In one embodiment, the ported disk 245 

allows fluid to pass through the mudsaver valve assembly 200. Further, the mudsaver valve 

assembly 200 includes a valve seat member such as a sliding sleeve 235 disposed below the 

valve head 220 and movable within the body 210. The sliding sleeve 235 may include seals for 

sealing engagement with an inner surface of the body 210. Fluid is passable through a bore of 

the sliding sleeve. The sliding sleeve 235 is biased away from the nose 215 via a second biasing 

member 240. Exemplary biasing members 230, 240 include a spring or Bellville washers. In
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the closed position, the valve head 220 is seated against the sliding sleeve 235 such that the bore 

of the sliding sleeve is closed from fluid communication.  

[0033] Figure 3 illustrates the mudsaver valve assembly 200 when the tool 100 is in the fill-up 

mode. In the fill-up mode or circulating mode, pumps supply fluid such as drilling fluid through 

the tool 100 in the direction indicated by arrow 265. The downward pressure of the drilling mud 

through the tool 100 may cause the sliding sleeve 235 to move within the body 210. When 

sufficient pressure exists to overcome the biasing force of the second biasing member 240, the 

sliding sleeve 235 is urged away from the valve head 220. The movement of the sliding sleeve 

235 causes the sliding sleeve 235 to disengage with the valve head 220, thereby opening a fluid 

path through the mudsaver valve assembly 200. Subsequently, the fluid travels through the 

center of the sliding sleeve 235 and out through the ports 255 in the nose 215, thus filling up the 

casing string with drilling fluid. When the supply of fluid ceases, the second biasing member 

240 forces the sliding sleeve 235 back into engagement with the valve head 220, thereby 

returning to the closed position as shown in Figure 2.  

[0034] Figure 4 illustrates the mudsaver valve assembly 200 when the tool 100 is in the flow 

back mode. Generally, when the casing string is lowered into the wellbore, which may also be 

referred to as "slacked off', fluid such as mud that is already in the casing string may flow back 

upward as the fluid is displaced by the casing string. The mud will flow up through the ports 

255 in the nose 215 and continue up through the sliding sleeve 235 as indicated by arrow 260.  

The upward pressure of the mud may force the valve head 220 and the shaft 225 to move in the 

body 210, when the upward pressure is sufficient to overcome the first biasing member 230.  

The movement of the valve head 220 and the shaft 225 causes the valve head 220 to disengage 

from the sliding sleeve 235 and open a fluid path through the mudsaver valve assembly 200. As 

shown, the first biasing member 230 has been compressed by the valve head 220. Subsequently, 

the mud is free to travel past the valve head 220, through the ported disk 245, and up through the 

bore 110 of the tool 100. The movement of the mud continues until the mud in the casing string 

reaches a point of equilibrium or the driller is finished lowering the casing string into the well.  

At this point, the first biasing member 230 returns the valve head 220 into engagement with the 

sliding sleeve 235, thereby returning to the closed position as shown in Figure 2.  

[0035] In one embodiment, the tool 100 may optionally include a venting valve 125. Generally, 

the venting valve 125 may be used to relieve the tool 100 of downhole pressure so that drilling
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fluid will not spray out when the tool 100 is removed from the casing. As shown in Figure 5, 

the venting valve 125 may include a lower ring 130 and an upper ring 135 disposed around the 

mandrel 105. The lower ring 130 of the venting valve 125 is held fixed to the top sub/internal 

mandrel 105 using a valve pin 140. The upper ring 135 is rotatable relative to the lower ring 

130. The venting valve 125 is selectively movable between an open position and a closed 

position. In the open position, the upper ring 135 is rotated to align holes in the upper ring 135 

with holes in the lower ring 130, thereby allowing trapped pressure from below the packer 

assembly 150 to vent. In the closed position, the upper ring 135 is rotated to misalign its holes 

with the holes in the lower ring 130, thus preventing trapped pressure to vent from the venting 

valve 125. The venting valve 125 further includes appropriate seals to seal around the holes in 

the upper ring 135 and the lower ring 130. In one embodiment, venting valve 125 may 

optionally include slots 145 machined in the top sub 205 to allow fluid communication through 

the venting valve 125.  

[0036] Figure 6 is a view illustrating a fill-up and circulation tool 300 according to one 

embodiment of the invention. For convenience, the components in Figure 6 that are similar to 

the components in Figure 1 are labeled with the same reference indicator. Similar to the 

embodiment in Figure 1, the tool 300 may be used to fill a casing string with fluid and/or 

circulate fluid through the casing string. As illustrated in Figure 6, one difference between the 

tool 300 and the tool 100 is that the packer assembly 150 in the tool 300 is disposed 

substantially adjacent the mudsaver valve assembly 200. In this respect, the overall length of 

the tool 300 is reduced.  

[0037] Figure 7 is a view illustrating a fill-up and circulation tool 400 according to one 

embodiment of the invention. For convenience, the components in Figure 7 that are similar to 

the components in Figure 1 are labeled with the same reference indicator. Similar to the other 

embodiments, the tool 400 is used to fill a casing string with fluid and/or circulate fluid through 

the casing string. As illustrated in Figure 7, one difference between the tool 400 and the tool 

100 is that the tool 400 includes an extension tubular such as a mud hose 405 connected between 

the packer assembly 150 and the mudsaver valve assembly 200. Generally, the mud hose 405 is 

used as a flexible conduit as the tool 400 is inserted into the casing string. It should be noted 

that the mud hose 405 may have various lengths depending on the type of casing string.
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[0038] Figure 8 shows another embodiment of a fill-up and circulation tool 500. For 

convenience, the components in Figure 8 that are similar to the components in Figure 1 are 

labeled with the same reference indicator. As shown, the tool 500 includes a mandrel 105, a 

packer assembly 150, a venting valve 525, and mudsaver valve assembly 200. In this 

embodiment, the venting valve 525 includes holes formed in the packer 155 and the mandrel 

105. The holes in the mandrel 105 are open to the exterior of the mandrel 105 and are not in 

fluid communication with the bore of the mandrel 105. Figure 8 shows the venting valve 525 in 

the open position, whereby the holes in the packer 155 are aligned with the holes in the mandrel 

105. In the closed position, the holes in the mandrel 105 are not in alignment with the holes in 

the packer 155, thereby preventing pressure below the packer 155 from venting.  

[0039] Figure 9 shows another embodiment of a fill-up and circulation tool 600. For 

convenience, the components in Figure 9 that are similar to the components in Figure 1 are 

labeled with the same reference indicator. As shown, the tool 600 includes a mandrel 105, a 

venting valve 125, and mudsaver valve assembly 605. In this embodiment, the mudsaver valve 

assembly 605 includes a packer 155, a centralizer 610, and a retainer sleeve 615. The upper end 

of the centralizer 610 is surrounds the lower end of the packer 155. The centralizer 610 includes 

one or more ports 612 for fluid communication with the inner void of the packer 155. In another 

embodiment, the packer 155 and the centralizer 610 may be integrally formed. The retainer 

sleeve 615 has an inner diameter that is sufficiently sized for the retainer sleeve 615 to slide over 

the nose 215 of the tool 600. The retainer sleeve 615 may be retained on the tool 600 using one 

or more fasteners such as a screw 620. In addition or in the alternative, the retainer sleeve 615 

may be threadedly connected to the outer surface of the tool 600.  

[0040] The use of the retainer sleeve 615 facilitates the removal of the packer 155 from the tool 

600. In use, the screws 620 may be release, thereby allowing the removal of the retainer sleeve 

615. Thereafter, the centralizer 610 and the packer 155 may slide off of the bottom of the tool 

600. In this respect, the packer 155 may be removed while the tool 600 is maintained in the 

closed position.  

[0041] As discussed above, embodiments of the fill-up and circulation tool may be used with 

various tubular gripping tools. Exemplary gripping tools including external gripping tools and 

internal gripping tools are disclosed in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 12,435,346, filed on 

May 4, 2009 by M Liess, et al., entitled "Tubular Handling Apparatus", and having attorney
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docket number WEAT/0883, which application is incorporated herein by reference in its 

entirety.  

[0042] Figure 10 is a cross-sectional view of an exemplary external gripping tool 705 equipped 

with a fill-up and circulation tool 700. The external gripping tool 700 includes a mandrel 710 

coupled to a carrier 750. The mandrel 710 has a load collar 711 which can engage an interior 

shoulder of the carrier 750. The mandrel 710 may have a polygonal cross-section such as a 

square for transferring torque to the carrier 750. The external gripping tool 700 also includes a 

plurality of gripping elements 755 and a hydraulic actuator 760 for actuating the gripping 

elements 755. The hydraulic actuator 760 may be attached to the carrier 750 using a threaded 

connection. In one embodiment, the gripping elements 755 are slips disposed in the carrier 750.  

Actuation of the hydraulic actuator 760 causes axial movement of the slips relative to the carrier 

750. The gripping elements 755 have wedged shaped back surfaces that engage wedge shaped 

inner surfaces of the carrier 750. In this respect, axial movement of the gripping elements 755 

relative to the wedge surfaces of the carrier 750 causes radial movement of the gripping 

elements. The gripping elements 755 may be detached from the actuator 760 and removed 

through a window of the carrier 750 or a lower end of the carrier 750. The lower end of the 

carrier 750 may include a guide cone 765 to facilitate insertion of the tubular. A tubular 

engagement plate 770 may be disposed in the carrier 750 for engagement with the upper end of 

the tubular. The external gripping tool may further include a thread compensator 720 to 

facilitate make up of the tubular and a swivel 705 for supplying fluid to the external gripping 

tool 700 for operation therof A link tilt assembly 708 may be attached above the swivel to 

facilitate handling of the tubular. It must be noted that embodiments of the fill-up and 

circulation tool described herein may be used with an external or internal gripping tool.  

Additionally, the fill-up tool may be integrally formed on an internal tool.  

[0043] Figures 11 A-I ID illustrate one embodiment of attaching the fill-up tool 700 to the 

external gripping tool 705. Figure 11 A shows the upper portion 115 of the mandrel 105 of the 

fill-up tool 700 inserted into the mandrel 710 of the external tool 705. In one embodiment, the 

upper portion 115 is configured as a "bayonet mechanism" or a "bayonet-type coupling".  

Generally, a "bayonet mechanism" or a "bayonet coupling" means a connection involving a 

male end (i.e. upper portion 115) having at least one projection 120 in which the male end 

engages with a female end in the wellbore tool which has corresponding slots that mate with the 

at least one projection 120. A bayonet mechanism usually involves inserting the male end into
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the female end and then rotating the male end about a longitudinal axis of the tool 100 in order 

to lock or secure the connection between the male end and the female end. It is generally 

designed for rapid coupling and decoupling, involving the turning of one part through only a 

small arc, as compared to a screw-type arrangement, which requires several full turns. Figure 

11 B shows an embodiment of the upper portion 115 of the mandrel 105 having a projection 120.  

As shows, two projections 120 are disposed on the upper portion 115. The upper portion also 

includes a hole 731 for retaining a pin 730. Figures 1 IC and 1 ID are views of the collar 711 

after insertion of the fill-up tool 700. The opening in the collar 711 has two recesses 733 to 

allow the projections 120 to pass through the opening during insertion. After insertion, the 

upper portion 115 is rotated such that the projections 120 are offset from the recesses 733.  

Thereafter, a retainer 730 such as a pin may be inserted through the collar 711 and into the hole 

731 of the upper portion 115. In another embodiment, the upper portion 115 includes a threaded 

portion that is configured to mate with a corresponding threaded portion in the external tool 705 

in order to connection thereto. Further, in other embodiments, the upper portion 115 of the tool 

100 may be connected to the wellbore tool by a J-slot, collet, latch, welding or any other suitable 

connection mechanism known in the art. Although the bayonet coupling is described with 

respect to the external gripping tool, it is contemplated that the bayonet coupling as well as other 

suitable connection mechanism discussed herein are equally suitable for use with an internal 

gripping tool.  

[0044] In all embodiments, the vent valve is optional. Further, the vent valve may be operated 

manually or by remote actuation from a control panel.  

[0045] In another embodiment, a fill-up and circulation tool includes a mandrel; a packer 

assembly is disposed around the mandrel; and a valve assembly connected to the mandrel. In 

another embodiment, the valve assembly includes a valve member biased in a first direction; and 

a valve seat member biased in a second direction, wherein the valve member is biased into 

engagement with the valve seat member to close fluid communication through the tool.  

[0046] While the foregoing is directed to embodiments of the present invention, other and 

further embodiments of the invention may be devised without departing from the basic scope 

thereof, and the scope thereof is determined by the claims that follow.



CLAIMS 

1. A fill-up and circulation tool, comprising: 

a mandrel; 

a packer assembly is disposed around the mandrel, wherein the packer assembly includes 

a packer member having an outer diameter larger than an inner diameter of a surrounding 

tubular, and wherein the packer member includes a lower end having an outer diameter smaller 

than the outer diameter; and 

a valve assembly connected to the mandrel, wherein the valve assembly includes: 

a valve member biased in a first direction; and 

a valve seat member biased in a second direction, 

wherein the valve member is biased into engagement with the valve seat member to close 

fluid communication through the tool.  

2. The tool of claim 1, further comprising a vent valve for venting a pressure in the packer 

assembly, wherein the vent valve includes an upper ring having a hole and a lower ring having a 

hole, wherein the upper ring is rotatable relative to the lower ring to align the hole of the upper 

ring to the hole of the lower ring.  

3. The tool of claim 1, further comprising a vent valve for venting a pressure in the packer 

assembly, wherein the vent valve includes a hole in the packer assembly and a hole in the 

mandrel, wherein the mandrel is rotatable relative to the packer assembly to align the hole of the 

mandrel to the hole of the packer assembly.  

4. A fill-up and circulation tool, comprising: 

a mandrel; 

a packer assembly is disposed around the mandrel; and 

a valve assembly connected to the mandrel, wherein the packer assembly is disposed 

around the valve assembly, and wherein the valve assembly includes: 

a valve member biased in a first direction; and 

a valve seat member biased in a second direction, 

wherein the valve member is biased into engagement with the valve seat member to close 

fluid communication through the tool.



5. The tool of claim 4, further comprising a vent valve for venting a pressure in the packer 

assembly, wherein the vent valve includes an upper ring having a hole and a lower ring having a 

hole, wherein the upper ring is rotatable relative to the lower ring to align the hole of the upper 

ring to the hole of the lower ring.  

6. The tool of claim 4, further comprising a vent valve for venting a pressure in the packer 

assembly, wherein the vent valve includes a hole in the packer assembly and a hole in the 

mandrel, wherein the mandrel is rotatable relative to the packer assembly to align the hole of the 

mandrel to the hole of the packer assembly.  

7. A fill-up and circulation tool, comprising: 

a mandrel; 

a packer assembly is disposed around the mandrel; 

a valve assembly connected to the mandrel, wherein the valve assembly includes: 

a valve member biased in a first direction; and 

a valve seat member biased in a second direction, 

wherein the valve member is biased into engagement with the valve seat member to close 

fluid communication through the tool; and 

a retainer sleeve disposed on a lower portion of the valve assembly, wherein the retainer 

sleeve is adapted to retain a packing element of the packer assembly.  

8. The tool of claim 7, further comprising a vent valve for venting a pressure in the packer 

assembly, wherein the vent valve includes an upper ring having a hole and a lower ring having a 

hole, wherein the upper ring is rotatable relative to the lower ring to align the hole of the upper 

ring to the hole of the lower ring.  

9. The tool of claim 7, further comprising a vent valve for venting a pressure in the packer 

assembly, wherein the vent valve includes a hole in the packer assembly and a hole in the 

mandrel, wherein the mandrel is rotatable relative to the packer assembly to align the hole of the 

mandrel to the hole of the packer assembly.  
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